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I want you to do something for me: just imagine for a moment that it's iff|,

in downtown Jeannette, Gbg. , or Latrobe or Irwin or Mr. Pleasant, on a

Saturday night. The sidewalks are so crowded that it was slow going; three

and four abreast. There's two departments stores, a number of small

clothing apparel stores, men and woman's, and more than four d*g stores,

with soda fountains and all, two or three hardware stores and at least that

many appliance stores. Banks and savings and loans were as numerous as

thetypesofcheckingandsavingsaccountSnow.W*(all
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The Shrtre walking up and down the Main Street and some are actually

directing traffic.

The stores all have active second floors: doctor's offices, apartments, homes

of the shop owners, insurance offices. A number of stand alone apartment

buildings with first floor lobbys.

There are three movie theaters all playing double features.



\Il*u(rN6 Just about everyone was a five or ten minute walk from their homes; most

of which are in neighborhoods with tree lined streets, and sldgwal!<s with on

NqGHBOR.
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those narrow streets providing an atmosphere of an outdoor living room,

sheltered, asthetically pleasing and safe.

efiAh7e, Garages were in the rear serviced by alleys, as were utility connections and

garbage can pick up.

Qoe<)v;
Just about every house has a front porcho. Gathering places for neighbors

and families on warn summer nights. It is a connection between the private

and the public. Sidewalks provided the interrelationships among people,

even strangers.
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If you were in need of transportation there are electric trelleys thdt

frequently run between the neighborhoods and down town and even in to the

next town: Jeannette to Greensburg, Irwin to Jeannette, Mt. Pleasant to

street parking on both sides. The houses are located in close roxlml ty to

Scottdale. One could get just about arry where without a car.
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There were a lot of public art in our down towns: municipal buildings,
soru<-

libraries, schools, parks, train stations, fire houses. A11 built to last-infact
( t Lhu+ec.*wqL V,teo',vrV
t art, and all built within the confines of the

polluting, diverse, population centers.

n*nl(Jo'J
That {b"lirrg of beingpart of something more than yourself, more than your

family or even your extended family. A sense of charm and uniqueness was

the character of these towns in Southwestern Pennsylvania and all over this

country.

downtown boundaries

eD5< > The air is crisp, a there is a hint of snow and yet we have a feeling of warmth
ilwDrrY

out of a sense of belonging to a community. We fell itrbut like many things,

we don't understand or reco gnize it. It just feels good.

+ We really didn't know what we had until we no torrg.r[H$k We took for

granted these wonderfully rich, mixed use, pedestrian friendly, non-

+
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Nout We no longer recogntze these cities. They're a schellof their former sel&,

+ Empty and under utilized store fronts attest to the lost and rejected feelings.
6ckrL

of the past. They are balren old maids that turn out the lights after 5:00tnd

go to sleep. They could not compete against the newer and fancier,hip divas

called the suburbs. So over the course of fifty years that scene we just

imagined has all but disappeared.

+ The newer neighborhoods, the suburbs, have become the watered down ,

spreadoutreplictfouroldtowns. *.Qharactcaturoofwhatusedtobeour Taos> a^l)

cities.
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Subdivision after subdivision, shopping malls and strip malls, office parks,

fast food restrurants by the gross, convenience stores (gas stations), auto

parts stores, discount big box stores, etc. etc. Endless neon on stripg of
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paved strippetl parking lots is our vision of America. The next time you take
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a trip in the U.S., and I don't care where it is, try this test: Go a mallibox

store fuAiirney won't be hard to find, and ffii"r. .r.lffi ffi :l:-
upagain and you rcalize that this same sight is exactly what you left and will

2 t n*t"t uJhcr-{- t{orr wr"lI
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What was promised as a healthy, relaxing country environment, one of the

S qlutn rA$
original selling point of the s#di+,isbn life, after fifty yearsrbelies that

promise. Beeaus€,(h" we have ended up with is a polluted, both visually

and in terms of our air quality, congestedrstressful existence.
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We have exchanged an existence in unique cities and towns to the sameness

of suburbia: Monroeville, Murraysville, McNight Road, Rt. #51, or the Rt.

#30 corridor.

But there is an irony of a reflective nature that needs to be understood: a

noste1gicmagneticappea1thatisonlystatisfiedifwetraveffi

We spend countless hours and serious dollars visiting and walking the streets

of o'quaint and charming" tourist destinations: Georgetowfi Beacon Hill,

& At$D

Annapolis, Shady Side or even Ligonier. We find fgj. places soothing and

calming, interesting and remarkable. rffii:rtrfl:reensburg, Jeannette,

Irwin, Latrobe and Mt. Ple"rrrr#;Tn:fr**. just didn't rcalizeft. %
grew up in places very much akin to those tourist destinations and our need

o
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to fillivoid M urt+i€h is really harkening us back to a time

of good but distant memories when we had a community, a sense of place.

+ Through a series of direct and indirect actions both by the private and public

sectors we have built an entire society completely dependent upon the

internal combustion engine. There is no possible existence in this life, or at

least, very little, that any of us can do with out a car1' or more to the point#
two or three cars. You can't buy a quart of milk or loaf of bread, pick up

your cloths at the dry cleaners or go shopping or a movie without your

vehicle. And recreational events such as concerts and sporting events*',"*f; 
,,x"ilJh,ttf 
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require one to calculate drive time and parking availability. Hecli;Jve even o Bt{go.",

drive to places so we can work out because we don't get enough exercise

due to our need to drive everywhere.

This auto centric society has created problems that only now are coming to

light.

Although air pollution has been recognized as a bad health effect it really

hasn't been taken seriously until recently. Sickness and death from pollution
AE ?u.'rrtt*t

generated machines, cars being significantly accounted, is an accepted
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phenomonon. How we deal with that data is highly contentious and far from

a solution. Electric cars? Possibly but the electons have to be generated and
.roo;&e€' h(te-

next biggest pollution*b coal fired electric plants.
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Congestion of our highways is a disaster. Hours in our steel cages,
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particularly around our urb an areas is the norrn. Did you ever consider that
Sao vrouGz 0 vyra{ c R

spending just two hours a day commuting equates tofitwelve work weeks of
il'bf ok ur

your time.per=rear. Usually, ure only have two to three weeks annual

.nr uuBt yL

vacation so thadshould 
ffiff* 

pause. Time that all of us could be put

to better use with our families or time just for ourselves.

lJoo ). *" &d of course, the conventional wisdom tffi*" this problem by

SoLu e ? building more highways ! ! But as we all Wtow thxy'itst exacerbates the

problem; More highways, more development which eventually causes the

&€a€

nee*fr for more highweys, and on and on. But it can't last. It's like an

obeseperSonputtingofftheinevitab1eby1osinghisbel[.

(oLlrqfo,t.
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And since we develop suburban streets for cars and not people we make

pN?34gL.t
them wider/which induces people to go faster. Which of course is the plan,

right? Speed up our time in our vehicles. Which makes the dangoretts

naturecf our roads, particularly our collecto, oua".iffiHH;all of the

developments dump onto like Rt. 136 by Hempfield High School.
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Not to even mention that the average commuting speed on the major

1Po ffiaBvscur"S
beltways yfd freeways is only about 20 mphs.
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An further ironic twist to this suburban allure is that it'stafer for our kids, as

opposed to city living. And yet far and away, car wrecks are the largest

killer of American teenagers, accounting for one third of all deaths. )^ffi"
first thing we need to do for our kids when they turn sixteen in the suburbs is

to buy them a car so they can have the freedom to be independent from us.

And we feel the same way. Having to drive to fullfill all of our children's

s I .+l *r Stile 4oPnCo ^
needs out side of the home is a&eedomdesire that we express by buying

that car as well.

11"1t/
And relatedly we have disenfranchised those who do have access or ability

to operate avehicle from society: the youngest and the oldest of us. Without

6:l.c;t -lr+5 *co.t {ogD
someone to take them they are completely helpless.
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We have created an auto dependant country. But did we really create it?
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does it really matter? I know some of you have to be saying to yourself I

like it just the way it is, thank you.

Let' s take a few minutes to examine it.

Starting at the end of WW II @ the Federal Gorernment,

Gpozrcsu\e r'rT7 r

State and local,with the complicit support of many private entities lwr'qNCs\qno.Xe(

Mthisautocentricworld.UpuntilthatpointmostAmericanS,except

for our farming friends lived pretty much as described above.

f+effi.-..-,lth. Federal Government, through the FIIA and VA Housing

*tt0" U*
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national highway interstate system that was built under the rubric of

National Defense encowged this growth as welld'6 State and local

government's zoning laws that only permitted single use activities, thafis-

tny:H.even if a developer wanted to build a plaAthan was.sim4larte{he

O)-vtoma I r-) 6- TQ'*D illr;$ AL
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cities and towns t$t evolved over hundreds of yearsrit would be illegal. 6,,
of these were significant contributors to the trend of auto saturation and the

resultant outward movement from and abondenment of our citi

infrastructure development such as highway collector roads, sewers and

water lines and schools all added to quest for more and more virgin land.

Which by the way is being gobbled up in this state in a proportion that

dwarfs the small centage of population growth that we experienced.

Of course, local governments in the outlying areas were only too happy to

accommadate developers in their quest to build more and more housing units
ffi>

which was increasing their revenue streams considerably. And who can

blame the developers, they're in the business to make money and this was

pretty easy.f*ith the a lot of the infrastructure needs being paid for by the tax

payers.

Ailot\n* t9'*^irL,i.) r^irr< tsy
Th€Federal Government fiy16r stiinulated t not only

pfproviding a large portion of the funding as mentioned but by also not

providing any commensurate funding for rail lines or transit systems. As a

matter of fact highways and.ai+per+ subsidies dominate otheffinsportation
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spending by a ratio
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erting the<#€ of a 7 47 to a bicycle. So those

l^A'p

potential equalizing transportation modes didn't have a chance.

\>$6 Of course, the advertising mania of a home in the suburbs required the

newest, fastest, biggest cars that can move from that home to work. As

\ cynical as I am I can say that it's not to large of leap to think that steel, tire,

oil, auto, concrete, asphalt and construction companies and unions had a

singularity of purpose in furthering this effort. But that's me.

-+ I have avoided the use of the S word so far but I've come to the point where

it becomes necessary to employ it. SPRAWL!!!

It has been used in a perjorative fashion and as you can tell I feel that it's

based on what I've just described to you. But even if

e kind of anguish as I do, would you not agree at the

provide an alternative, or level the playing field visa-

U,1/
Yi f6r other choices?

tL o { Po>sitrt<- \$(l,.,t' tlLo,l tJerd Jo U)tvLL
Toward that end there ir%Itt?,3 going in Harrisburg toc -movenoenls on

-ttvreW(L - frcnr.rrg ftt^flentwl l 0tS ) Ir v KaA*u,r -* Srtqwh G,couJfi.,

accomplish that. AnejsJhe Smart Growth initiatives,which change the way

the State Government allows municipalities to zone and plan"*frietr takes the

'el'f,
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emphasis from uncontrolled growth to more planned and reasonable

o
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among the municipalities.developing
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T&6bther, in which I have devoted the last five years of my legislative liQist 
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My approach is through the preservation of our historic homes which in my

opinion makes a city or town unique. That which makes it special and

further that which can be used as a draw to those who have a desire to

perhaps to live in a community with amenities that the suburbs don't have,

and one that caters to people and not cars.

Preserving historic properties in other States have served this purpose very

well. In fact, 46 other States have provided the same kind of incentives that

I have proposed, namely tax incentives.

Through our tax code we have devised various exemptions and tax credits

that will encourage people to buy and rehabilitate designated historic

properties as long as they agree to occupy those for a minimum of five years.

We offer incentives to absentee owners of multi-family units that if they can

find someone who will agree to those conditions of rehabilitation and

of-
longevitythenhewillnothavepayanycapitalgainsaffirealty

I



transfer ta* The buyer also gets the realty transfer tax exemption, sales tax

exemption on any products needed for the rehab and a20Yo tax credit on the

cost of that rehabilitation.

The buyer may keep the property as a multifamily unit if they want but they

can have no more than four units and they must live in one of the units.

One could even br.ry a downtown storefront and be entitled to the tax

incentives but would have to live upstairs. We think that might be an

incentive for perhaps a young professional who could start his practice,

whatever its nature, or for that matter an older professional who wants to get

rid of his large home and office.

Empty nesters and young professionals, seem to be the ones most attracted

to this kind of offer. Although, if one is familiar with Academy Hill in

Greensburg then it becomes apparent there are many type of family units

that would find this life appealling.

.d*, t}u(t$fl)a"*
' .Il increases property values and enhances neighborhoods. It produces jobs

and it reduces pollution, not only because of less driving miles but because

the largest contributors to our land fills is demolition debris. It uses more

local labor and suppliers than new construction and it puts people into



homes that wouldn't have a chance otherwise. I haven't found anyone

against it.

It hasn't taken five years to write such a bill but rather in trying to

accomadate all of the varied interests of the parties involved. We have yet to

convince the Governors people, particularly in the budget office, that we

need to change the tax code. But because there is so much support not only

by a bipartisan colation of House and Senate Members but also alarge group

of advocacy groups we have been able to get a $500,000 grant

demonstration program to serve to prove the effacacy of historic

preservation as a major economic development tool in revitilizing our cities.

Very shortly, hopefully in the next two weeks we will be voting on the

enabling legislation to put into place the language necessary to spend the

half a million dollars put into this years budget.

But I have haven't given up on the tax credits. Next week I'm reintroducing

the Historic Property and Neighborhood Preservation Act with 170

cosponsors. And I've added a commercial piece dealing with large type

developments as well as a non-profit piece that is working very well in

Maryland.

Well, that my story, Perhaps some of you find the whole sprawl issue

unworthy of the Legislature's time. I hope not, but I really want to impress



uputr you how important it is to help our cities and small towns make a come

back. Perhaps not to the level of 1950 but certainly more than they are now.
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